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PREDICTING STELLAR ANGULAR SIZES
K. von Braun 1 , T.S. Boyajian 2 and G.T. van Belle 3
Abstract. Our survey of long-baseline infrared and optical interferometry measurements is producing considerable numbers of directly determined stellar angular sizes. We use our sample of 124 high-precision
(5%) angular stellar diameter values and correlate them with stellar
magnitude values from the literature to produce empirical relations
for main-sequence stars between observed apparent magnitudes, stellar colors, and angular sizes (surface brightness relations). We find a
significant dependence on stellar metallicity for (B − V ) colors. The
scatter in the calculated relations is small (∼5%), which makes them
a robust tool for the prediction of main-sequence stellar angular sizes
based on photometry. We apply these relations via the calculation of
the radius of the multiplanet host star GJ 667 C.
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Introduction

Stellar surface brightness is diectly related to stellar broad-band color, and it also a
function of stellar apparent magnitude and angular size (Wesselink 1969; Barnes &
Evans 1976). These dependencies can be combined to show that the angular stellar
size can be predicted from stellar photometry, even in the presence of interstellar
extinction:
n
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ai X i ,
(1.1)
log θLD = −0.2mλ +
i=0

where θLD is the limb-darkening corrected angular stellar diameter in milliarcseconds, mλ is the apparent stellar magnitude in the λ-band, and X is the broad-band
stellar color λ1 − λ2 . The family of functions expressed by Equation (1.1) for different photometric bands is referred to as “surface brightness relations” in the
literature (see for instance Kervella et al. 2004; Bonneau et al. 2006; Kervella &
Fouqué 2008).
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Methods

In Boyajian et al. (2013b), we fit polynomials of the form of Equation. (1.1) for
48 commonly used color indices in the astronomical literature (e.g., B − V, V − I,
etc.), based on literature broad-band photometry of 124 main sequence stars with
interferometrically determined stellar radii with precision of better than 5%, which
were obtained with the CHARA Array4 (see Boyajian et al. 2012a,b, 2013a).
We provide updates to and refinements of previously published surface brightness
relations based on a larger sample of directly measured angular diameters. Typical
random errors in the prediction of stellar radii are 4–10%. We find a metallicity
dependence for B − V colors, but not for the other ones.
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Application

As photometric broad-band colors are (relatively) straightforward to obtain for
stars at distances or brightness levels at which interferometric radius measurements
are not currently possible, the applications of the surface brightness relations in
stellar astronomy are nearly ubiquitous. We use our relations to calculate the
stellar diameter of GJ 67C, a late-type dwarf in a triple system, which is known to
host between two and seven exoplanets (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2013). Application
of our surface brightness relations to literature V JHKs data for GJ 667C, coupled
with distance estimates by Delfosse et al. (2013), produces a stellar radius estimate
of (0.30 ± 0.02)R⊙ .
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